CHAPTER 10 | Year 2012 - The Great Awakening
The year 2012 heralds a new era. Hierarchy gives way to equality, mistrust to trust. These
predictions can be found in various esoteric reflections. It is not without reason that since
the beginning of the nineties of the last century more and more attention has been paid to
esotericism; the philosophy of life. Since that time countless (self-help) books have been
written about awareness, spirituality and the supernatural. Besides the Intelligence
Quotient, also the Emotional Quotient and Spiritual Quotient have been introduced in our
daily lives. The increased attention for the immaterial side of life has an origin. This lies in
the transition of the earth and everything that lives on it to a new 'astrological' era. In the
Gregorian calendar, the calendar of 12 months, there is the transition from the Age of
Pisces to the Age of Aquarius. An astrological era lasts about 2160 years. In the meantime
the vernal equinox, 2000 yr. A.D., is about to pass from the sign 'Pisces' to the next
constellation 'Aquarius'. The 'actual' astronomical transition from the 'Age of Pisces' to the
Age of Aquarius' takes place in the period 2010-2012. In the Galactic Calendar of the Maya,
the Fifth Cycle begins on 21 December 2012. This date marks the end of the great calendar
and of the cycle of thirteen so-called 'baktuns', after which the earth begins the 'period of
the fifth sun'. One of the phenomena is the shifting of the magnetic poles. We know that
the earth's geomagnetic field, expressed in Gauss units, has dropped by an average of 6%
per 100 years over the past 130 years. The climatic changes that are now occurring could
also be closely related to this. The power of the sun also plays a major role in this. Through
a natural correction in the 'polarisation' of the Earth, continents and seas could partly
change. The earth's vibration level is also changing. The Schuman frequency (the basic
pulsation) of the Earth's surface has always fluctuated around 7.83 Hz since the 1980s. In
the meantime there are data known of more than 100Hz (May 2020). So the transition is
energetic in nature. Less magnetism gives man easier access to his feelings and his
subconscious. A higher basic pulsation strengthens our powers of perception. Life around
us will react faster to the electromagnetic vibration that is emitted. This transitional phase
will last about 500 to 600 years in total. The Dutch spiritual worker Giep van Werven writes
in one of his books: "The new cosmic vibration causes a shock on earth that can be
compared to the following example. If you are used to building houses from tent canvas
because it has only been raining small hailstones so far, and a change takes place that
suddenly makes the house fall from the sky, then your house collapses and you are ready for
a more solid construction. The old familiar structures will soon no longer fit. The world ends
up in complete chaos. We are already experiencing the first symptoms of this. (...) The
extremes that have always been there are being measured much more widely and are
becoming much more apparent. This results in war, aggression and hatred, which is already
noticeable. Most people have absolutely no idea what is happening, but they react, even if
they don't know what is happening. (...) We're getting a whole new order. A new order is
always preceded by chaos. (...) “ Furthermore, Van Werven writes: "Because of this
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changing constellation, a different vibration comes over the earth; it becomes more
intelligent, the speed of vibration increases. This has direct consequences for all life on
earth. Everything will soon be collectively included in this new vibration. Man, now and in
the future, has to be receptive for this in his energetic composition and therefore also
becomes more intelligent energetically. Just look at the children that have been born in the
past decades. They react differently than their parents or grandparents because they are
already equipped with that higher vibration." The Pisces Age was dominated by 'idealism,
fundamentalism, leadership and docility'. In the fourth cycle of the Maya the male energy
was central. The fifth Mayan cycle is was dominated by the merging of the feminine and
masculine energies in which cooperation and unity will be central. This period is
characterized by balance and harmony instead of conflict, polarity and hierarchy. Hugo de
Vries writes. "The Aquarian Age will be the age of 'synthesis'. What has led to division in the
present era will eventually want to merge again and come to 'unity'. It will mainly be the era
in which aspects such as 'freedom, love and fraternisation' will be expressed in more detail
and in which 'harmony and balance' will become central to human life. All this will
eventually lead to a certain form of 'group consciousness'. A form of group consciousness
that will assert itself all over the world. But for the time being the Aquarium Age is an era of
'transformation', a transformation process that is taking place both evolutionarily and
climatologically. Emotionally, the changes are already clearly noticeable, and the call for
'freedom' is becoming more and more evident all over the world. Never before has the earth
and mankind shouted so much for freedom. Never before in history has mankind been so
united through the means of communication we now know, and there is a global call for
'unity and unification". Do with this information what you want to do with it. By
investigating it you activate your ability to reason and trust your inner voice and you can
really come to an understanding about this subject. By rejecting it out of hand, you deprive
yourself of the opportunity to gain insight and possibly create consequences that you
would like to avoid.
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